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CANONICAL BUNDLE FORMULA AND
DEGENERATING FAMILIES OF VOLUME FORMS
DANO KIM
Abstract.
For a degenerating family of projective manifolds, it is of fundamental interest to
study the asymptotic behavior of integrals near singular fibers. In our main results, we
determine the volume asymptotics (equivalently the asymptotics of L2 metrics) in all
base dimensions, which generalizes numerous previous results in base dimension 1.
In the case of log Calabi-Yau fibrations, we establish a metric version of the canoni-
cal bundle formula (due to Kawamata and others): the L2 metric carries the singularity
equal to the discriminant divisor and the moduli part line bundle has a singular hermitian
metric with vanishing Lelong numbers. This solves a problem which is implicit in Kawa-
mata’s work and recently raised again by Eriksson, Freixas i Montplet and Mourougane.
As consequences, we strengthen the semipositivity theorems due to Fujita, Kawamata
and others for log Calabi-Yau fibrations, giving an entirely new simpler proof which does
not use Hodge theory, i.e. difficult results (e.g. Cattani-Kaplan-Schmid) in the theory of
variation of Hodge structure. Instead, in the proof of our main results, together with the
study of plurisubharmonic singularities, we use Berndtsson type results on the positivity
of direct images. The fact that this much simpler and direct method can replace the
use of Hodge theory in the proof of the semipositivity theorems answers a question of
Berndtsson.
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1. Introduction
For a degenerating family of projective manifolds, it is of fundamental interest to study
the asymptotic behavior of integrals (i.e. the fiberwise mass of volume forms) near singular
fibers. Such volume asymptotics problem (see Problem 4.2) is of great importance in many
areas of mathematics (see e.g. the introduction to [BJ17]). The main result of this paper
determines the volume asymptotics (equivalently the asymptotics of L2 metrics) in all
dimensions. Such asymptotics lies at the heart of the Fujita-Kawamata semipositivity
theorems in algebraic geometry. Our main result in the case of log Calabi-Yau families
is formulated as strengthening of the canonical bundle formula (which is a version of the
semipositivity theorems) due to Kawamata, with an entirely new proof which does not
use the theory of variation of Hodge structure.
Let f : X → Y be the fibration giving such a degenerating family, i.e. f : X → Y is a
surjective projective morphism with connected fibers between smooth complex varieties
(or complex manifolds). The volume asymptotics problem in the special case of dimY = 1
has been studied by numerous authors from several different contexts including [N65],
[S73], [M74], [Ka81], [AGV84, (10.2)], [Ba82], [KS01, (3.1)] leading up to more recent
[Y10], [T16, (1.1)], [GTZ16, (2.1)], [Be16, (3.8)], [BJ17], [EFM18, (2.1)] and others. While
it is closely related with deep results from Hodge theory (cf. [S73], [Ka81]), there is also
a ‘direct computational’ approach. The asymptotics result can be summarized as (for a
local coordinate z on Y with dimY = 1)
(1) |z|−2α
∣∣log |z|2∣∣β
where α ≥ 0 can be interpreted in terms of log-canonical thresholds, a fundamental
invariant of singularities in algebraic geometry (see [Ko97]). In fact, the volume asymp-
totics is one of the earliest contexts where the notion of log-canonical thresholds arose (cf.
[AGV84], [Ko97, §9]). The second factor
∣∣log |z|2∣∣β is called the logarithmic singularity
and should be considered as mild singularity in that it is a plurisubharmonic (psh, for
short) weight with vanishing Lelong numbers, unlike the first factor |z|−2α.
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In contrast to the above numerous previous results when the base dimension dim Y is
equal to 1, the only previous result to our knowledge in the general case of dimY ≥ 2 is
the asymptotics of the L2 metric for the direct image f∗(KX/Y ) given in the Kawamata
semipositivity theorem (see Theorem 5.1) [Ka00] (cf. [Ka81]), [FF17], [Br17] under the
unipotent monodromies condition. It is a consequence of deep results in the theory of
variation of Hodge structure by Cattani, Kaplan and Schmid [CKS86] (cf. also [Ks85] and
some more related references listed in [FF17], [Br17]). Here the asymptotics is given by a
plurisubharmonic weight with vanishing Lelong numbers in the special case of the unipo-
tent monodromies condition, which amounts to generalizing the logarithmic singularity∣∣log |z|2∣∣β.
Then one should ask naturally, what would be the asymptotics of L2 metrics in general
when we do not assume the technical condition of unipotent monodromies. For the right
generality of this question, we need to allow the direct image twisted by a holomorphic
line bundle L on X as in f∗(KX/Y + L).
Before going on with this question, we remark on the definition of the L2 metric (see
(5) and (3.6) for more details, cf. [PT]). First assume that f : X → Y has only smooth
fibers. A holomorphic section s of the direct image E := f∗(KX/Y + L) corresponds to a
family {σt}t∈Y of L|Xt-valued holomorphic top forms on the smooth fibers Xt (t ∈ Y ). A
choice of a hermitian metric g of L induces the L2 metric h on E for which the pointwise
length |s|2h at t ∈ Y is equal to
∫
Xt
|σt|
2, taken with respect to g. This is how the volume
asymptotics and the asymptotics of L2 metrics are equivalent to each other. When f has
singular fibers, the L2 metric h is extended from the subset of Y consisting of parameters
for the smooth fibers, to the entire Y in the situation of [BP08], [PT], [HPS] and this
paper.
Our main interest is in the log Calabi-Yau case for its numerous applications, hence
we suppose that L is a line bundle on X such that the following equality of line bundles
(written additively) holds
(2) KX + L = f
∗(KY +M)
for some line bundle M on Y . Then M is isomorphic to the direct image f∗(KX/Y + L).
We use this characterization of f∗(KX/Y + L) as M in (2) in the more general case when
(2) is equality of Q-line bundles (see §3.2).
The morphism f with (2) is a fiber space structure given by a degenerating family
of log Calabi-Yau varieties which vastly generalizes the classical elliptic fibration of Ko-
daira [K63]. A long list of works since [K63] leading up to [F86], [Ka98], [FM00], [Am04],
[Ko07] have developed canonical bundle formulas for the above fiber spaces with crucial
applications. A canonical bundle formula is a statement which typically decomposes M
into two parts, the discriminant part and the moduli part, so that the discriminant part
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contains information on the singular fibers of f and the moduli part reflects variation of
the smooth fibers.
As in the general canonical bundle formula of Kawamata [Ka98], it is natural to reduce
to the situation involving only simple normal crossing (snc) divisors by using the Hironaka
theorem both on X and on Y : see Definition 4.3 for the precise “SNC conditions”. We
will denote the new fibration by f : (X,R)→ (Y,B), a morphism between pairs of smooth
varieties and snc divisors which can be considered as a resolution of the original f .
In this SNC setting, using log-canonical thresholds, Kawamata defined the discrimi-
nant divisor BR of f : (X,R) → (Y,B) (see (13) for the definition), a particular linear
combination of the components of the reduced snc divisor B which is supposed to capture
the singularities of both R and the singular fibers of f . This generalizes the counterpart
for the classical elliptic fibration of Kodaira [K63] and also generalizes the first factor
|z|−2α in (1). It is then fundamental to ask the following questions for the asymptotics
when dimY ≥ 1.
Question 1.1. Let f : (X,R) → (Y,B) be a log Calabi-Yau fibration in the above SNC
setting of the canonical bundle formula of [Ka98].
(a) Does the discriminant divisor describe the singularity of the L2 metric defined in
this setting, up to the extra factor of a plurisubharmonic weight with vanishing Lelong
numbers?
(b) Let f0 : X0 → Y0 be the restriction of f to smooth fibers. Let u be a singular
volume form on X with poles along the snc divisor R. Does the discriminant divisor
describe the singularity of the fiberwise integration of u along f0, up to the extra factor of
a plurisubharmonic weight with vanishing Lelong numbers?
Here (a) implies (b) by the definition of the L2 metric (see (5)): in fact, (a) and (b) are
equivalent (see §4.3). These are the main fundamental questions about the asymptotics
of L2 metrics and for the volume asymptotics, respectively. While (a) is a precise for-
mulation of a question raised in Eriksson, Freixas i Montplet and Mourougane [EFM18]
where it was asked whether there is a metrical approach to Kawamata’s canonical bundle
formula [Ka98], in fact (a) and (b) are implicit in [Ka98] (for example in view of the words
“integration along fibers” in [Ka96, p.81, line 4], [Ka00A, p.10]). 1
On the other hand, (b) gives a new characterization in terms of fiberwise integration for
the discriminant divisor which was originally defined only within the context of algebraic
geometry. 2 Our original interest was in (b), motivated by its application to L2 extension
1 We notice that in [T07, p.743], at the end of §2.7, there are two sentences which claim to argue for a
statement similar to (b). However the statement is missing the crucial extra factor with vanishing Lelong
numbers. Also the present author could not see relevance of the sentences toward (b). The arguments in
the present paper have no relation to the sentences.
2 Y. Kawamata kindly communicated to us with the comment that the coefficients of the discriminant
divisor in [Ka98] were defined so that they behave well under semi-stable reduction.
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theorems of Ohsawa-Takegoshi type and its use in algebraic geometry. We will discuss
the details of such application to L2 extension theorems in a separate paper [K19]: see
also the end of this introduction.
The extra factor with vanishing Lelong numbers adds much more subtlety to the ques-
tion: a priori, there is no immediate reason to believe that the extra factor (which come
from concrete fiberwise integration as in §4.3) has anything to do with semipositive cur-
vature (i.e. plurisubharmonic functions).
Another related question is as follows. In order to relate the notation (2) of Q-line
bundles with divisors in f : (X,R)→ (Y,B), let L and H be theQ-line bundles associated
to the Q-divisors R and BR, respectively. (Throughout the paper, we will also write
L = O(R) as abuse of notation from the Z-divisor case.) Let J := M −H be the Q-line
bundle on Y so that (2) holds now as equality of Q-line bundles: J is called the moduli
part line bundle of f : (X,R) → (Y,B). (We will use the additive notation for line
bundles and hermitian metrics. We will often denote a singular hermitian metric simply
by a Greek alphabet such as ϕ which can be also written as an exponential weight e−ϕ. )
Question 1.2. Let f : (X,R) → (Y,B) be a log Calabi-Yau fibration in the above SNC
setting of the canonical bundle formula of [Ka98]. From [Ka98, Theorem 2], it is known
that the moduli part line bundle J of f is nef. Does J satisfy a stronger condition of
semipositivity than nefness, such as admitting a singular hermitian metric with vanishing
Lelong numbers?
This is a certainly natural question to ask after [Ka98] since there are various semiposi-
tivity notions for line bundles ranging from nefness to semiampleness. Understanding the
difference among these semipositivity notions is crucial in algebraic geometry as exempli-
fied by the abundance conjecture.
We remark that one could also ask in Question 1.2 whether J is hermitian semipositive,
i.e. whether J admits a smooth hermitian metric with semipositive curvature. However
as is often the case, such semipositivity in terms of a smooth hermitian metric is much
harder to deal with whereas a singular hermitian metric with vanishing Lelong numbers
is practically as good as a smooth one in many aspects. 3
Our main results Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 answer Question 1.1 and Question 1.2
affirmatively. First, we present
Theorem 1.3. Let f : (X,R)→ (Y,B) be a surjective projective morphism with connected
fibers satisfying the SNC condition of Kawamata [Ka98] in Definition 4.3. Assume that
KX +R is Q-linearly equivalent to the pullback of some Q-Cartier divisor on Y .
Suppose that the coefficients of the horizontal divisor Rh are in the interval [0, 1). Let
λ be a singular hermitian metric of L given by (a defining meromorphic section of) the
3This remark also applies to f∗(KX/Y ) of Corollary 1.7.
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divisor R. Then the L2 metric µ for the Q-line bundle M = J +H is equal to the product
of singular hermitian metrics (J, ψ) and (H, η), i.e.
µ = η + ψ (e−µ = e−ηe−ψ),
where η is a singular hermitian metric given by the discriminant divisor BR and ψ is a
singular hermitian metric of J with semipositive curvature current and with zero Lelong
numbers at every point.
Note that R and BR are not necessarily effective divisors. Thus λ, µ and η are not
necessarily with semipositive curvature currents. Also unlike µ, the metrics ψ and η are
not uniquely determined by λ: they can be added constants c and −c, for example.
Now we have the following variant/generalization of Theorem 1.3 when we allow nega-
tive coefficients in the horizontal divisor Rh: in this case, we need the condition
rank f∗OX(⌈−R⌉) = 1 as in [Ka98], [Am04], [Ko07, (8.5.1)].
Theorem 1.4. Let f : (X,R)→ (Y,B) be a surjective projective morphism with connected
fibers satisfying the SNC condition of Kawamata in Definition 4.3. Assume that KX +R
is Q-linearly equivalent to the pullback of some Q-Cartier divisor on Y .
Suppose that the coefficients of the horizontal divisor Rh are in the interval (−∞, 1).
Suppose that rank f∗OX(⌈−R⌉) = 1.
Then the Q-line bundle M = J + H admits a singular hermitian metric µ which is
equal to the product of singular hermitian metrics (J, ψ) and (H, η), i.e.
µ = η + ψ (e−µ = e−ηe−ψ),
where η is a singular hermitian metric given by the discriminant divisor BR and ψ is a
singular hermitian metric of J with semipositive curvature current and with zero Lelong
numbers at every point.
In the proof in §4.2, the singular hermitian metric µ in Theorem 1.4 is given by the L2
metric induced by the divisor R + ⌈−Rh⌉, not by R itself.
The L2 metric (which we define in the generality ofQ-line bundles: see §3) is determined
by the fiber integral of the singular volume form with the singular weight e−λ on X , along
general smooth fibers of f (see Proposition 3.6). The singularity of the L2 metric is related
to both the singular fibers of f and the singularity of the given e−λ. The following theorem
on the above fiber integral answers Question 1.1 (b) without assuming log Calabi-Yau,
generalizing the case dimY = 1 (cf. [AGV84, (10.2)], [BJ17, Theorem A] out of numerous
previous results aforementioned). This also solves the volume asymptotics Problem 4.2
in the beginning of §4.
Theorem 1.5. Let f : (X,R)→ (Y,B) be a surjective projective morphism with connected
fibers satisfying the SNC condition of Kawamata in Definition 4.3. Suppose that the
coefficients of the horizontal divisor Rh are in the interval (−∞, 1). Assume either
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(a) KX + L = KX +O(R) is the pullback of some Q-line bundle, or
(b) L is a Z-line bundle.
Let u be a singular volume form on X with poles along the snc divisor R (as in (18)). Then
the fiber integral of u along the smooth fibers f0 : X0 → Y0 is a singular volume form v on
Y with poles along BR, the discriminant divisor of R, up to a singular plurisubharmonic
weight with vanishing Lelong numbers (as in (20)) : i.e. it can be locally written as
v(w) = g(w)(
m∏
i=1
|wi|
2ai)e−ψ(w) |dw1 ∧ . . . ∧ dwm|
2
in local coordinates w = (w1, . . . , wm) on U ⊂ Y (of dimension m), where ψ is psh with
vanishing Lelong numbers,
∑
ai div(wi) = BR (on U) and g : U → R is a positive and
bounded function.
Now we turn toward the method of proof for the main results. In the important
works [F78], [Z82], [Ka81], [Ka00], [Ka98], [Am04], [Ko07] and many others in algebraic
geometry, it was Hodge theory, i.e. the theory of variation of Hodge structure developed
by Griffiths, Deligne, Schmid and others (see e.g. [G70], [De71], [S73], [CKS86]) that
played a decisive role in understanding the behavior of the L2 metric.
On the other hand, there is a completely different approach to the L2 metric introduced
by Berndtsson [B98], [B06], [B09], [BP08] which comes from the field of several complex
variables. It is originally inspired by the Brunn-Minkowski-Pre´kopa theorem in convex
geometry and based on Ho¨rmander’s L2 estimates for the ∂-operator (see [H65], [AV65]).
While the Berndtsson theory has many consequences which are consistent with conse-
quences of the Hodge theory, the following natural question has remained open since the
breakthrough of [B09].
Question 1.6 (Berndtsson). How are the Hodge theory and the Berndtsson theory com-
pared? More precisely, can one derive the consequences of the former (semipositivity,
nefness) in [F78], [Ka81], [Ka00], [Ka98], [Am04] using the latter?
We answer this question positively by Theorem 1.3 as we will explain, since our proof
of Theorem 1.3 uses the main Berndtsson theoretic result Theorem 3.1 due to [BP08],
[PT], [HPS]. For [F78], [Ka81], [Ka00], our answer is for the line bundle case, i.e. when
the direct image of the relative canonical line bundle is locally free of rank 1.
We can summarize our answer to Question 1.6 as follows. The semipositivity of the
line bundle to be shown is in terms of the existence of a singular hermitian metric with
vanishing Lelong numbers : it can be described as ‘empty singularity’. Nefness is only
approximation of the ‘empty singularity’. On the other hand, as is well-known, the main
Berndtsson theoretic result of [BP08], [PT], [HPS] is about first showing the L2 metric
to be smooth with semipositive curvature in the nice locus and then extending it across
boundary as a singular metric with semipositive curvature, acquiring some nontrivial
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singularity : hence it can be described as ‘full singularity’. Our main result shows that
in the general setting of (4.3), the ‘full singularity’ is exactly carried by the discriminant
divisor and thus the moduli part line bundle is left with ‘empty singularity’, which is what
we need.
Note that the Hodge theoretic proofs depend on rather heavy preparations and ma-
chineries in [S73], [CKS86] about variation of Hodge structure, period maps, nilpotent
orbits, Lie algebraic aspects and the SL2-orbit theorem. On the other hand, our tool
Theorem 3.1 has a short conceptual proof based only on Ho¨rmander’s L2 estimates for ∂,
especially the one in [HPS] : see Remark 3.3.
Next we explain how the individual items in Question 1.6 follow from Theorems 1.3,
1.4. For [Ka98], the nefness of the moduli part line bundle J follows immediately from
Theorems 1.3, 1.4 since a Q-line bundle J admitting a singular hermitian metric with
vanishing Lelong numbers (we will call this property of J as pseudo-semiample) is nef
[D92], [FF17].
For [Am04], the nefness of the moduli part line bundle for an lc-trivial fibration is
derived in Theorem 5.7 where it is actually shown to be pseudo-semiample. Pseudo-
semiampleness is in fact stronger than nefness since it is the case when the metric analogue
of the stable base locus is empty (which is not empty in general when just nef). The
pseudo-semiampleness in Theorem 5.7 can be seen as a weaker version of a conjecture of
Prokhorov and Shokurov [PS, Conjecture 7.13].
For [F78], [Ka81], [Ka00], Theorem 1.3 gives a new proof for the following semipositivity
theorem due to [Ka00, Theorem 1.1(3)], [FF17] (cf. [Ko87]) for f∗(KX/Y ) when it is a
line bundle (which had strengthened its nefness obtained in [F78], [Ka81]).
Corollary 1.7 (=Theorem 5.1). Let f : X → Y be a surjective proper morphism with
connected fibers between connected complex manifolds. Let B be an snc divisor on Y such
that f restricted over Y \ B is a holomorphic submersion. Let X0 := f
−1(Y \ B). Let
n := dimX − dimY . Suppose that a general smooth fiber F satisfies KF ∼ 0. Suppose
that Rnf∗CX0 has unipotent monodromies around the components of B. Then the line
bundle f∗(KX/Y ) admits a singular hermitian metric with vanishing Lelong numbers.
Now we explain the idea of proof for the main results, Theorem 1.3, 1.4, 1.5. In view
of the base dimension 1 case, one may try to compute the relevant fiber integral directly
in order to verify at least Theorem 1.5, generalizing the direct computational approach as
in [EFM18, Proposition 2.1] (cf. [BJ17]). However, it would face a serious obstacle since
the Lelong zero psh functions to be obtained are possibly more varied than functions of
the form log(− log |z|) in dimY = 1 case. Although we can perform the computation
concretely, we would need to check the plurisubharmonicity and the vanishing Lelong
numbers by hand, which seems extremely cumbersome in this generality, if possible at all.
Instead of checking this plurisubharmonicity directly, we use the crucial input of plurisub-
harmonic information provided by the main Berndtsson theoretic result Theorem 3.1 due
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to [PT], [HPS] which says that the L2 metric at hand is plurisubharmonic. It is important
that we establish and use its generalization to the Q-line bundle version, Corollary 3.2.
Thanks to this plurisubharmonic information, the fiber integral is now at least known to
be a singular volume form with a singular psh weight e−µ (21).
However the singularity of a psh weight can be extremely complicated (e.g. see [D11,
(13.27)] for possible ‘fractal’ behaviors), far from being a nice algebraic one given by an
snc divisor. At this point, we employ the valuative viewpoint for psh singularities (e.g.
[BFJ08]). What we do is to show that e−µ is valuatively equivalent (or v-equivalent) to
the psh weight e−φ associated to the discriminant divisor (which we can assume effective
for the moment), in other words, µ and φ have all the same generic Lelong numbers with
respect to all divisors lying over the given variety Y (in other words, with respect to
all divisorial valuations of Y ). Then we have all the singularities (with nonzero Lelong
numbers) of the L2 metric carried by the discriminant divisor, hence the moduli part line
bundle is left with (a curvature current of some singular hermitian metric with) vanishing
Lelong numbers in the Siu decomposition of the curvature current at hand. This will
conclude the proof in §4.2.
Once this conceptual proof of the main results is obtained, it can be combined with
the above computation of the fiber integral in §4.3. Now that the plurisubharmonicity
and the vanishing Lelong numbers have been verified, we can compute the L2 metric (and
thus the Hodge metric) even pointwise. This direct approach is in striking contrast to the
Hodge-theoretic estimate given by [CKS86, (5.21)] (cf. [S73]) based on heavy machineries
from which the vanishing of Lelong numbers could be deduced as in [FF17] (see (26)) in
the special case (1.7).
Finally we remark briefly on the consequences of the main result to L2 extension the-
orems of Ohsawa-Takegoshi type in view of the minimal model program. In [K07, (4.2)],
the author gave a general L2 extension theorem of holomorphic sections for Y ⊂ X where
Y is a (maximal) log-canonical center of an lc pair. Recently, Demailly [D15, Theorem
2.8] gave another general L2 extension theorem essentially in the same setting (e.g. when
the subvariety defined by the multiplier ideal is irreducible, see [K19] for more compre-
hensive comparison) whose L2 norm on Y is taken with respect to the so-called Ohsawa
measure [O01]. In [K07] which was not written in terms of the Ohsawa measure, an analo-
gous role was played by “Kawamata metric” which is defined in terms of the discriminant
divisor along the morphism from the exceptional divisor lying over the log-canonical cen-
ter Y . In [D15, Theorem 2.8], the Ohsawa measure is shown to be a singular volume form
defined by the fiberwise integration along the same morphism. Thanks to Theorem 1.5
of this paper, the Kawamata metric (when converted to a singular volume form) and the
Ohsawa measure differ only by a psh weight with vanishing Lelong numbers. Therefore
they give the same L2 criterion for L2 extension and those two L2 extension theorems
[K07] and [D15, Theorem 2.8] are shown to be ‘essentially’ equivalent (see [K19] for the
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precise comparison) modulo the following advantages on both sides. They can be unified
and strengthened together as follows: strict positivity in the curvature condition in the
main result of [K07] gets removed whereas crucial “subadjunction” information is endowed
on the L2 norm in [D15, Theorem 2.8]. See the introduction of [K19] for the motivation
from the minimal model program, in combining such extension and subadjunction.
Remark 1.8. In the proof of the main results, our arguments are mostly free from use of
projectivity of the morphism f , except when using the version of L2 extension theorem
with optimal constants in [GZ], as was used in [HPS] for Theorem 3.1. The Ka¨hler case
can be done by replacing the L2 extension with optimal constants with versions in [C17],
[ZZ18] (cf. [DWZZ18], [W19]). We note that the volume asymptotics in the Ka¨hler case
may be of interest particularly in differential geometry (as well as in algebraic geometry)
as discussed in [EGZ18].
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present necessary backgrounds on
singular hermitian metrics of line bundles. In Section 3, after we define the L2 metric
and recall the necessary result of Berndtsson type (semi)positivity of direct images, we
generalize it to the Q-line bundle case. In Section 4, we give the full setting and the proof
of the main results Theorems 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. In Section 5, we derive consequences for
Kawamata semipositivity theorems and Ambro’s canonical bundle formula for lc-trivial
fibrations.
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2. Singular hermitian metrics
We will mostly write holomorphic (Q-) line bundles additively as in L1+L2 := L1⊗L2.
We refer to [D11] for introduction to singular hermitian metrics of a line bundle and its
applications in algebraic geometry.
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2.1. Singular hermitian metrics on line bundles. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle
on a complex manifold X with transition functions {gij} on a locally trivializing open
cover {Ui}i∈I . We define |L|
2 = L ⊗ L to be the real C∞ line bundle on X determined
by the transition functions {|gij|
2}. A (smooth or singular) hermitian metric of L can be
identified with a collection of functions e−ϕi = |gij|
−2 e−ϕj , hence with a section of the
real line bundle |L∗|2 where L∗ is the dual holomorphic line bundle of L.
A Q-line bundle L on X is a formal notion in that only some multiple mL (m ≥ 1) is
a genuine holomorphic line bundle (i.e. a Z-line bundle). It can be interchangeably used
with a Q-linear equivalence class of Q-Cartier divisors in algebraic geometry.
On the other hand, since |L|2 is a genuine C∞ real line bundle, the notion of a singular
hermitian metric for a Q-line bundle L is genuinely defined as in the above for the Z-line
bundle case. For a singular hermitian metric with semipositive curvature currents, the
local weight functions ϕi can be taken to be psh and we will adopt the following shorter
name for this important notion.
Definition 2.1. A psh metric for a Q-line bundle is a singular hermitian metric with
psh local weight functions ϕi (cf. [D11]).
As in the usual convention, we will denote a psh metric by e−ϕ (for some Greek alphabet
in the place of ϕ) where ϕ refers not to a single function on X but to the collection of the
local weight functions ϕi collectively. We will often denote e
−ϕ simply by ϕ (e.g. when
used outside an integral). So we can write additively both line bundles and psh metrics
as in (L1 + L2, ϕ1 + ϕ2).
Let s ∈ H0(X,L) be a holomorphic section. As we mentioned, it defines a psh metric
of L denoted by 1
|s|2
. In this paper, often a statement or definition involving s or its
divisor div(s) finds an analogue which is formulated in terms of 1
|s|2
. We will call such an
analogue as a metric version of the original statement or definition.
When working with singular hermitian metrics for Q-line bundles, it is convenient to
employ another formal notion / terminology following [AS95]. Let L be aQ-line bundle on
a complex manifold (or a complex analytic space) X . By a Q-section (or simply a section)
s of L, we mean that there exists an integer m ≥ 1 such that sm is a genuine holomorphic
section of a genuine Z-line bundle mL. (In [AS95], this was called a multivalued section.
In fact, one does not need any multivaluedness when using Q-sections since one always
takes the “absolute value” when using it. )
Remark 2.2. Beware that one cannot define holomorphicity for a Q-section s for L.
We use the terminology only when we take its “absolute value” |s|, in which case it is
practically the same thing as the singular hermitian metric for L denoted by 1
|s|2
.
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2.2. Semipositivity notions for line bundles. A general psh metric ϕ of a holomor-
phic line bundle L can be considered as generalization of a holomorphic section s of L in
that it generalizes 1
|s|2
or 1
|s|
2
m
.
The importance of psh metrics in algebraic geometry stems from the fact that, when
X is a smooth projective variety, a Q-line bundle L is pseudo-effective (in the sense of
algebraic geometry, see e.g. [L]) if and only if L admits a psh metric [D11]. Here ‘pseudo’
refers to the replacement of a holomorphic section (or Q-section) by a psh metric. In this
spirit, we have the following definition.
Definition 2.3. Let L be a Q-line bundle on a compact complex manifold X. L is called
pseudo-semiample if it admits a psh metric with zero Lelong numbers at every point of
X.
A pseudo-effective line bundle L is pseudo-semiample if and only if a psh metric of L
with minimal singularities (which exists by [D11]) has zero Lelong numbers at every point
of X . From now on, we will often say that a psh function or a psh metric is Lelong zero
if it has vanishing Lelong numbers, i.e. has zero Lelong numbers at every point.
The analogue with the usual semiampleness is that for a pseudo-effective line bundle
L, the subset of X consisting of points where the metric with minimal singularities has
positive Lelong number can be thought of as the metric version of the stable base locus
of the line bundle.
If L is pseudo-semiample, then it is nef (see [D92], [FF17, (3.5)] for proofs). The
converse does not hold (see e.g. [D11, Example after (6.11)]). The following lemma will
be used later.
Lemma 2.4. Let g : Y → X be a surjective morphism between compact Ka¨hler manifolds
and let L be a holomorphic line bundle on X. If g∗L is pseudo-semiample, then L is
pseudo-semiample.
Proof. This is due to [CT, Lemma 4.1]. We reproduce the argument in our setting for
the convenience of the readers. Let (L, ψ) be a psh metric with minimal singularities
[D11] for L. Suppose that there exists a point p ∈ X such that the Lelong number
ν(ψ, p) > 0. By [BEGZ, (1.12)], g∗ψ is a psh metric with minimal singularities for g∗L.
From [Fa99, Theorem 2], we have ν(g∗ψ, y) > 0 if and only if ν(ψ, g(y)) > 0. Thus we
have ν(g∗ψ, y) > 0 for y ∈ g−1(p), which is contradiction to g∗L being pseudo-semiample.
Hence ψ is a Lelong zero psh metric.

2.3. Valuative equivalence of psh singularities. As we mentioned, when a holomor-
phic line bundle L is pseudo-effective on a compact complex manifold, it is guaranteed
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to have a psh metric ϕ, which would be not necessarily coming from holomorphic sec-
tions. Thus ϕ does not necessarily have analytic singularities [D11, (1.10)]: it may have
extremely complicated singularities.
If two psh functions (or psh metrics) ϕ, ψ satisfy that ϕ − ψ is locally bounded, there
is no reason to distinguish the two of them for the purpose of studying their singularities
and we say that ϕ and ψ have equivalent singularities following [D11, (6.3)].
As a very useful and flexible weaker version of this equivalence, we have the following
definition.
Definition 2.5. We say that two psh functions ϕ and ψ (on a complex manifold) are v-
equivalent (and write ϕ ∼v ψ) if the following two equivalent conditions (due to [BFJ08],
[GZ15]) hold:
(1) For all real m > 0, the multiplier ideals are equal : J (mϕ) = J (mψ).
(2) At all points of all proper modifications over X, the Lelong numbers of ϕ and
ψ coincide. In other words, for every divisorial valuation v centered on X, we have
v(ϕ) = v(ψ).
For example, if ϕ− ψ happens to be psh with vanishing Lelong numbers, then ϕ and
ψ are v-equivalent. However that is a very special case: there are lots of examples of
v-equivalent ϕ and ψ without ϕ− ψ being psh: see [KS19, (2.3), (2.9)].
Obviously this notion of v-equivalence is similarly defined also for psh metrics and
closed positive (1, 1) currents. It will be used in the proof of the main theorems.
3. L2 metrics
3.1. Direct image of adjoint line bundles. In [PT], [HPS], the authors studied semi-
positivity of direct images M := f∗(KX/Y + L) for a surjective projective morphism
f : X → Y in terms of certain naturally defined singular metrics on M . In general, M is
a locally free or a coherent sheaf. For our purposes in this paper, the following case of M
being a line bundle is what we need.
Theorem 3.1. [PT, (3.3.5)], [HPS, (21.1), (21.2)] cf. [BP08, (3.5)]
Let f : X → Y be a surjective projective morphism with connected fibers between two
(connected) complex manifolds. Let L be a Z-line bundle on X such that KX + L =
f ∗(KY +M) for some Z-line bundle M on Y . Suppose that (L, λ) is a psh metric and
that the inclusion
(3) f∗(KX/Y ⊗ L⊗ J (λ))→ f∗(KX/Y ⊗ L)
is generically an isomorphism. Then the L2 metric µ for M = f∗(KX/Y ⊗ L) is a psh
metric.
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In fact, we need L and M to be Q-line bundles, hence we will derive the following
generalization which says that Theorem 3.1 also makes sense and holds when L and M
are Q-line bundles.
Corollary 3.2. Let f : X → Y be a surjective projective morphism with connected fibers
between two (connected) complex manifolds. Let L be a Q-line bundle on X such that
KX +L = f
∗(KY +M) holds as equality of Q-line bundles for some Q-line bundle M on
Y . Suppose that (L, λ) is a psh metric such that J (λ|F ) = OF for a general fiber F of f .
Then the L2 metric is also defined for M in this setting and it is a psh metric.
As we will see, this holds essentially because Theorem 3.1 boils down to extending local
psh functions from the nice locus of f . Note that in the setting of Corollary 3.2, even
when KX , L and KY are Z-line bundles, it is possible that M is only a Q-line bundle (see
(37)).
Let us first recall the definition of the L2 metric µ for M on Y from [PT, (3.2.2)] when
M and L are Z-line bundles. Let f : X0 := f
−1(Y0) → Y0 be the restriction of f to
smooth fibers, invoking generic smoothness. The L2 metric is first defined on Y0 and then
will extend to Y uniquely as a psh metric by the methods of [PT], [HPS] in the proof of
Theorem 3.1. Thus for the simplicity of notation, we may assume Y = Y0 in the following.
Let s ∈ H0(Y,M). Since M = f∗(KX + L + f
∗K−1Y ) (where the connected fibers
assumption f∗OX = OY is used), we have
H0(Y,M) = H0(Y,Hom(KY , f∗(KX + L))).
Hence viewing s as a sheaf morphism s : KY → f∗(KX+L), for a nowhere vanishing local
section η of KY on V ⊂ Y , we have s(η) ∈ H
0(f−1(V ), KX + L). From [PT, (3.2.2)], we
have locally
(4) s(η) = σi ∧ f
∗η
for some σi, an L-valued holomorphic n-form (n = dimX − dimY ) defined on Ui from
an open cover {Ui}i∈I of f
−1(V ). The existence of such σi follows from computation of
elementary nature in terms of local coordinates (‘admissible coordinates’ [MT08, §2.2])
which make f a projection. The restrictions σi|Xy glue together to define σ|Xy in the
integral below which defines the L2 metric µ on Y0 (see [MT08], [F78], [PT], [BPW,
(2.2)]) :
(5)
(
|s|2 · e−µ
)
(y) =
∫
Xy
cnσ|Xy ∧ σ|Xye
−λ
where cn = i
n2 .
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Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1 is a special case for line bundles of positivity of direct images
[PT], [HPS], free from the technicalities of singular hermitian metrics for locally free or
torsion free sheaves. We point out that it has a particularly simple proof now due to
[HPS] using [GZ]. We recall here very briefly the sketch of the arguments from [HPS] :
the local weight function ψ of the L2 metric at hand is shown, on Y \ Z, to be upper
semi-continuous (23.5) and to satisfy the submeanvalue property (24.2) thanks to the
optimal constant version of L2 extension theorem. In (23.3), ψ is shown to be bounded
above on Y , thus shown to be extended across Z as a psh function.
Remark 3.4. We observe that the generalization Corollary 3.2 can be compared with
the following version of a theorem of Ambro : see [Am05, Theorem 4.1] for the original
statement where X and Y are allowed to be normal.
Theorem 3.5. [Am05, Theorem 4.1] Let X and Y be smooth projective varieties. Let
f : X → Y be a surjective projective morphism with connected fibers. Let L and M be
Q-line bundles such that
KX + L = f
∗(KY +M).
If B ≥ 0 is a Q-divisor which is Q-linearly equivalent to L with (X,B) klt, then there
exists a Q-divisor D ≥ 0 on Y which is Q-linearly equivalent to M such that (Y,D) is
klt.
Corollary 3.2 can be regarded as strengthening of a metric version of Theorem 3.5. It
is strengthening since in Corollary 3.2, the psh metrics are not restricted to be klt, i.e.
with trivial multiplier ideals.
3.2. Generalization to Q-line bundles. In this subsection, we will give the proof
of Corollary 3.2. First, we will point out that we can extend the definition of the L2
metric e−µ on M given in (5) in the previous subsection to the Q-line bundles setting
of Corollary 3.2. The essential reason for this is that we can use the real version of the
same computation which gave σi in (4) in the underlying real coordinates of the local
coordinates which make f locally a projection.
As one way to explain this formally, in addition to the usual ringed space structure
(X,OX), we will also consider (X,O
R
X) where O
R
X is the sheaf of R-valued C
∞ functions.
We denote by the same f , the morphism of ringed spaces (X,ORX)→ (Y,O
R
Y ). A real line
bundle on X is the same as a locally free ORX module of rank 1.
From KX + L = f
∗(KY +M), we have the equality of real line bundles |KX + L|
2 =
f ∗ |KY +M |
2 . Applying the projection formula for f as a morphism of ringed spaces
(X,ORX)→ (Y,O
R
Y ), we get
|M |2 = f∗f
∗ |M |2 = f∗
(
|KX |
2 ⊗ |L|2 ⊗ f ∗ |KY |
−2) .
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Note that we have |KX |
2 ⊗ f ∗ |KY |
−2 =
∣∣KX/Y ∣∣2 since in general |L1 ⊗ L2|2 = |L1|2 ⊗
|L2|
2, the latter being the tensor product of two real line bundles.
Recall from §2 that a singular hermitian metric h for a Q-line bundle L can be identified
with a section of the real line bundle |L∗|2.
In order to define the L2 metric for M in Corollary 3.2, we need the “absolute value”
version of (5). Let s be a Q-section of the Q-line bundle M . Let t := |s|2 as a section of
|M |2 = f∗
(
|KX |
2 ⊗ |L|2 ⊗ f ∗ |KY |
−2). Since
f∗
(
|KX |
2 ⊗ |L|2 ⊗ f ∗ |KY |
−2) = HomOR
Y
(
|KY |
2 , f∗(|KX |
2 ⊗ |L|2)
)
,
we can regard t as a sheaf morphism of ORY -modules
t : |KY |
2 → f∗ |KX + L|
2 .
Let |η|2 be a nowhere vanishing local section of |KY |
2 on V ⊂ Y . We have |s|2 (|η|2) ∈
H0(f−1(V ), |KX + L|
2) and similarly to (4), there exist |σi|
2 on Ui such that
(6) |s|2 (|η|2) = |σi|
2 ∧ f ∗ |η|2 .
from the real version of the same computation which gave σi in (4). Here we use the
(abuse of) notation |η|2 and |σi|
2 only for the analogy with (4): note that η and σi are
not defined on their own.
Now µ is defined so that the pointwise length of s with respect to the L2 metric µ at
y ∈ Y0 is given by |η|
2
(7)
(
|s|2 · e−µ
)
(y) =
∫
Xy
cn|σ|
2 |Xy · e
−λ
where |σ|2 |Xy is well-defined from glueing the |L|
2-valued 2n-forms |σi|
2 (restricted to Xy)
as in the previous case.
The L2 metric µ is characterized by the fiber integral as in the next proposition: this is
well-known in the previous works (cf. [HPS]) which we make explicit in our setting. Let
u be a real C∞ section of the real line bundle |KY +M |
2. Consider u also as an element
u˜ of H0(X, |KX + L|
2) via the natural isomorphisms
H0(Y, |KY +M |
2) = H0(Y, f∗(|OX |
2 ⊗ f ∗ |KY +M |
2))(8)
= H0(X, f ∗ |KY +M |
2) = H0(X, |KX + L|
2).(9)
where the connected fibers assumption f∗OX = OY was used. Consider the singular
volume form
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(10) u˜ · e−λ ∈ Γ(X, |KX + L|
2 ⊗ |L∗|2 = |KX |
2).
Proposition 3.6. The fiber integral of u˜ · e−λ along f : X0 → Y0 equals u · e
−µ on Y0
which is a section of |KY +M |
2 ⊗ |M∗|2 = |KY |
2.
Proof. This is known in the previous works on the L2 metric, e.g. [HPS]. The assertion
makes sense pointwise on Y0, thus we may work locally on Y0. Write u = t · |η|
2 locally
on Y0 for some t, a local section of |M |
2 and |η|2, a local section of |KY |
2.
As in (8), we have the corresponding section u˜ = t(|η|2) as a section of |KX + L|
2. Since
t(|η|2) = |σ|2 ∧ f ∗ |η|2 from (6), the fiber integral of u˜ · e−λ = |σ|2 ∧ f ∗ |η|2 e−λ along the
fiber Xy equals
(∫
Xy
∣∣σ|Xy∣∣2 e−λ
)
|η|2 = |s|2 e−µ |η|2 = te−µ |η|2 = u · e−µ
which proves the assertion. 
Another property we need of the L2 metric is the following
Lemma 3.7. Let N be a Q-line bundle on Y so that KX +L+ f
∗N = f ∗(KY +M +N)
as equality of Q-line bundles on X. Let ψ be a hermitian metric of N . If a metric λ of
L induces a metric µ of M on Y0 in the sense of (5), then λ+ f
∗ψ induces µ+ ψ on Y0.
Proof. Since u˜ · e−λ ∈ H0(X, |KX |
2) and u · e−µ ∈ H0(Y, |KY |
2) is related by the fiber
integral along the smooth fibers of f : X → Y by Proposition 3.6, the L2 metric is
also characterized by the following property of the fiber integral as the pushforward of
currents:
(11) (u˜ · e−λ, f ∗φ) = (u · e−µ, φ)
for all functions φ where the pairing is given by the integration of the right function with
respect to the left volume form.
Then similarly, for v˜ ∈ H0(X, |KX + L+ f
∗N |2) and for the metric λ+f ∗ψ of L+f ∗N ,
we have
(v˜ · e−λe−f
∗ψ, f ∗φ) = (v · e−µe−ψ, φ)
by taking u := ve−f
∗ψ in (11). This implies that µ+ ψ is the L2 metric of λ+ f ∗ψ on Y0.

After these preparations, we now prove Corollary 3.2.
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Proof of Corollary 3.2. The fiber integral is done on the restriction X0 := f
−1(Y0) → Y0
of smooth fibers. From the definition of the L2 metric, it is already defined on Y0 as a
metric of the Q-line bundle M . It is a psh metric since the property of being a psh metric
is a local property and thus reduces to the Z-line bundle case Theorem 3.1.
We need to extend it to the entire Y . This is again a local problem on Y , hence it
suffices to extend it on a neighborhood U ⊂ Y of an arbitrary point p ∈ Y \ Y0.
Let N := (m−1)M for some m ≥ 1 such that mM is a Z-line bundle. We may assume
that U is sufficiently small so that the Z-line bundle mM is trivialized on U . Apply
Lemma 3.7 for N with ψ being the trivial metric which can be written as ψ = 0. By
Theorem 3.1, the L2 metric µ+ ψ = µ is extended to U , thus to Y .

3.3. Q-twisted torsion-free sheaves. We need further generalization of Theorem 3.1,
Corollary 3.2 to the class of Q-twisted torsion-free sheaves ([Mi87, p.457], [L, §6.2]).
Definition 3.8. [Mi87, p.457]
Let X be a complex manifold. Let F be a torsion-free sheaf on X. Let M be a Q-line
bundle on X. The formal symbol M ⊗ F (or F(M)) is called a Q-twisted torsion free
sheaf. (In the case when F is locally free, it was called a Q-twisted vector bundle in [L,
§6.2].)
Just like Q-line bundles, Q-twisted vector bundles and Q-twisted torsion-free sheaves
are formal objects in the sense that they do not have the usual structure of a vector
bundle or a torsion-free sheaf and in particular, we do not make sense of their holomorphic
sections.
In this paper, we use these formal objects only for the purpose of using their singular
hermitian metrics. Combining the theory of singular hermitian metrics for vector bundles
and torsion-free sheaves in [PT], [HPS] and our previous consideration for Q-line bundles
in this section, singular hermitian metrics with semipositive curvature are defined also
for Q-twisted torsion-free sheaves (see below). Such a singular hermitian metric can be
regarded as a collection of local psh functions which “transform like” a hermitian metric
of a Q-twisted torsion-free sheaf.
Let F be a torsion-free sheaf on a complex manifold X . Let U ⊂ X be the maximal
open subset where F is locally free. Then X \U is a closed analytic subset of codimension
≥ 2. Let E := F|U .
Definition 3.9 (cf. [PT], [HPS]). Let M ⊗ F be a Q-twisted torsion-free sheaf on a
complex manifold X. A singular hermitian metric (with semipositive curvature) onM⊗F
is a singular hermitian metric (with semipositive curvature) on M ⊗ E.
A singular hermitian metric h on M ⊗E is defined in the obvious way: it is locally the
product of singular hermitian metrics on M and on E. We will say that (M ⊗ E, h) is
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with semipositive curvature if the function log |f |h∗ is psh for every local f = f1f2 where
f1 is a local Q-section of the Q-line bundle M
∗ and f2 is a local section of the dual bundle
E∗ (cf. [PT], [HPS, (18.1)]). Here h∗ is the induced singular hermitian metric on the
Q-twisted vector bundle M∗ ⊗E∗ on U .
In Corollary 3.2, from KX + L = f
∗(KY +M), we can regard the Q-line bundle M as
the direct image in a generalized sense of KX/Y +L under f . In this sense, for convenience,
we will write M = f∗,Q(KX/Y + L) and call f∗,Q as the Q-direct image.
More generally, we have the following definition in view of the case when we assume
everything is a Z-line bundle: f∗(KX/Y + L + A) = f∗(f
∗M + A) = M ⊗ f∗(A). (Note
that in this paper, we define the Q-direct image only in these ad hoc cases.)
Definition 3.10. Suppose KX + L = f
∗(KY +M) as equality of Q-line bundles. Let A
be a Z-line bundle on X. We define the Q-direct image f∗,Q(KX/Y + L + A) to be the
Q-twisted torsion-free sheaf M ⊗ f∗(A).
In the special case when A = OX , we recover f∗,Q(KX/Y + L) =M . Now we can state
the following generalization of Corollary 3.2.
Corollary 3.11. Let f : X → Y be a surjective projective morphism with connected
fibers between two (connected) complex manifolds. Let L be a Q-line bundle on X such
that KX + L = f
∗(KY +M) holds as equality of Q-line bundles for some Q-line bundle
M on Y . Let A be a Z-line bundle on X.
Suppose that (L + A, λ) is a psh metric such that the multiplier ideal of λ restricted
to a general fiber F of f is trivial. Then the L2 metric (7) is defined for the Q-direct
image f∗,Q(KX/Y + L+A) =M ⊗ f∗A (as a Q-twisted torsion-free sheaf on Y ) and it is
a singular hermitian metric with semipositive curvature.
Proof. We first remark that §3.2 was written for the particular case of the Q-direct image
f∗,Q(KX/Y + L) = M (i.e. the case when A = OX), however it is easy to write down its
generalized version for f∗,Q(KX/Y + L + A) since it was originally in that setting (when
L is a Z-line bundle) where the arguments in [PT], [HPS] were presented.
It is easy to see that the same arguments leading up to (7) (which come from [PT,
(3.2.2)]) for the definition of the L2 metric for f∗,Q(KX/Y +L) holds for f∗,Q(KX/Y +L+A)
as well. The rest of the proof is the same argument in the proof of Corollary 3.2 where
N = (m − 1)M was used to apply Theorem 3.1: in the present case, N = (m − 1)M is
used to apply the original version of Theorem 3.1 in [PT, (3.3.5)], [HPS, (21.1), (21.2)]
since the direct image may not be a line bundle. In particular, we need and use here the
version of Lemma 3.7 in §3.2 generalized to the current setting.

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4. Canonical bundle formula
In this section, we give the full setting of our main theorems (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) and their
proofs. In the last subsection, we complement the main theorems by explaining how to
compute directly the fiber integral and the L2 metric.
Before giving the setting of our main results, we will first give the more general setting
of the volume asymptotics problem discussed in the introduction.
Let f : X → Y be a surjective projective morphism with connected fibers between
smooth complex varieties (or between complex manifolds: see e.g. [N85, (1.2)]). Let L
be a Q-line bundle on X equipped with a singular hermitian metric e−ψ with analytic
singularities. For example, e−ψ can be given by an effective Q-divisor D that is Q-linearly
equivalent to L.
Remark 4.1. More generally, for what follows, we can also allow e−ψ to be the quotient of
two psh (singular hermitian) metrics with analytic singularities in formulating Problem 4.2
: one for L + L1 and another for L1 where L1 is a Q-line bundle on X . Of course, an
example for this would be when e−ψ is given by a Q-divisor D that is not necessarily
effective.
We will say that F is a general fiber of (f, e−ψ) if F is a general smooth fiber of f in
the usual sense and F is not contained in the pole set of e−ψ. For such F , the restriction
e−ψ|F is a singular hermitian metric of L|F . Denote the subset in Y of the parameters of
such fibers by Y0.
If v is a Q-section of the Q-line bundle KX + L, then for t ∈ Y0 and F = Xt,
(12) V (t) :=
∫
F
|v|F |
2 e−ψ|F ∈ R ∪ {+∞}
is a function on Y0 ⊂ Y . Now we can formulate more precisely the following problem
from the introduction.
Problem 4.2 (Volume asymptotics). Identify the asymptotics of V (t) on Y , i.e. identify
its poles and zeros, i.e. identify V (t) up to a bounded factor.
The volume asymptotics can be equivalently viewed in terms of fiberwise integration
along f : f−1(Y0)→ Y0 as was discussed in Proposition 3.6 : see Theorem 1.5.
Thanks to [Ka98], one can take birational morphisms X ′ → X and Y ′ → Y with the
morphism f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ in its commutative diagram to satisfy Kawamata’s SNC condition,
Definition 4.3 to be given below. This f ′ can be regarded as a resolution of the morphism
f . In particular, for a general fiber F of f and its inverse image F ′ ⊂ X ′ under X ′ → X ,
the induced morphism F ′ → F is a log-resolution of (F, e−ψ|F ).
Since the value of the integration in V (t) in (12) is invariant when we replace it by a
counterpart integration taken over F ′, the answer to Problem 4.2 can be formulated in
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terms of the birational model f ′ : X ′ → Y ′. This is how Theorem 1.5 gives solution to
Problem 4.2 when we take f ′ to satisfy Definition 4.3.
4.1. Fiber spaces and discriminant divisors. In the influential work [Ka98], Kawa-
mata analyzed the singularity of an lc center of a pair by the algebraic fiber space struc-
tures of exceptional divisors over the lc center in a log-resolution. See also [Am99], [Ko07]
for related materials.
We will follow the exposition of [Ko07] for the setting and notation. Let (X,R) and
(Y,B) be two pairs of smooth varieties (or complex manifolds) and snc Q-divisors. For a
divisor R =
∑
aiRi, define red(R) :=
∑
Ri.
Let f : X → Y be a surjective projective morphism with connected fibers. An ir-
reducible component Ri of R is called horizontal if f(Ri) = Y . Otherwise it is called
vertical. We write R = Rh + Rv where Rh is the horizontal part and Rv is the vertical
part.
Definition 4.3. [Ko07, Def. 8.3.6], [Ka98, Theorem 2]
We will say that f : (X,R) → (Y,B) satisfies the SNC condition if the following
hold:
(1) X, Y are smooth varieties (or complex manifolds).
(2) B is a reduced snc divisor on Y (i.e. B = red(B)).
(3) f(Supp(Rv)) ⊂ B.
(4) red(R) + f ∗B is an snc divisor on X.
(5) f is a smooth morphism over Y \B.
(6) Rh is a relative snc divisor over Y \B.
Let BR be the discriminant divisor induced by R (following the terminology of [Am99]):
in other words, it is the unique smallest Q-divisor D supported on B satisfying (see [Ko07,
Theorem 8.3.7])
(13) Rv + f
∗(B −D) ≤ red(f ∗B),
i.e. we determine the coefficient of each prime divisor Bj of B from the inequality (13).
Remark 4.4. It can be easily seen (from local equations (29)) that the components of Rv
are contained in the components of f ∗B, which is why the RHS of (13) does not involve
Rv.
We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. In the setting of (4.3), let S be a divisor supported on B. The discriminant
divisor BR+f∗S associated to R + f
∗S is equal to BR + S.
Proof. It follows immediately from (13) putting R′ = R + f ∗S and R′v = Rv + f
∗S.

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Equivalently to (13), when B =
∑
Bi, we have BR =
∑
ciBi where
(14) ci := 1− sup{c : (X,R + cf
∗Bi) is lc over the generic point of Bi}
(cf. [Am99, Def. 3.1], [Am04]).
Now in addition to Definition 4.3, we can add
Definition 4.6. We will say that f : (X,R)→ (Y,B) of Definition 4.3 is log Calabi-Yau
(LCY) if KX + R is Q-linearly equivalent to the pullback of some Q-Cartier divisor on
Y , which we can denote by
(15) KX +R ∼f,Q 0.
Since L = O(R) is the associated Q-line bundle to R, this is the same as the Q-line
bundle KX + L being the pullback of some Q-line bundle on Y , which we can write as
KY +M as in (2).
Under the condition of Definition 4.6, we define a Q-line bundle J(X/Y,R) by the
following relation (thanks to Definition 4.3 (6))
(16) KX +R ∼Q f
∗(KY +BR + J(X/Y,R)).
We should really view (16) as the corresponding equality of Q-line bundles
(17) KX + L = f
∗(KY +M) = f
∗(KY + J +H)
where L := O(R), H := O(BR), J := J(X/Y,R), M := J + H , i.e. R and BR are
only particular divisors in their Q-linear equivalence classes (identified with the Q-line
bundles).
Let Y0 := Y \ B and X0 := f
−1(Y0). As mentioned, the restriction f : X0 → Y0 is a
smooth morphism, thus it is a holomorphic submersion between complex manifolds. We
will use the fiber integral along this submersion.
Example 4.7. Let f : X → Y be the blow-up of a point p ∈ Y where dimY = 2 and
let E ⊂ X be the exceptional divisor. Let H be a smooth irreducible divisor on Y passing
through p and H ′ be its strict transform on X. Let B = H. If R is a divisor supported on
H ′ and E that satisfies (4.3), (7), it must be of the form R = aH ′ + (a− 1)E for a ∈ Q.
The discriminant divisor BR is equal to aH. In this case, J(X/Y,R) is the trivial line
bundle.
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4.2. Proof of the main theorems. First recall that |KX |
2 = KX ⊗KX is the real line
bundle of volume forms (i.e. real (n, n) forms, cf. [Ko95, Chap.7] ) on a complex manifold
X . A singular volume form u on X can be defined, in the greatest generality, as a general
measurable section of the real C∞ line bundle |KX |
2 such that when locally written as
u(w) = f(w) |dw1 ∧ . . . ∧ dwn|
2
in local analytic coordinates w = (w1, . . . , wn), f ≥ 0 is a local measurable function with
values in R ∪ {+∞}. We will only use the following more concrete cases of this notion.
We will say that a singular volume form u on X has poles along an snc divisor R =∑m
i=1 aiRi on X if it can be written in local coordinates on V ⊂ X adapted to R as
(18) u(w) = g(w)(
k∏
i=1
|wi|
2ai) |dw1 ∧ . . . ∧ dwn|
2
where R|V =
∑k
i=1 aiRi, Ri = div(wi) and g is a C
∞ locally bounded positive function
(i.e. g has no ‘poles and zeros’). Of course, the smoothness of g is not particularly relevant
and it can be weakened to continuity or mere boundedness, but in practice it is enough
to work with these.
Note that R is not necessarily effective: we regard aiRi as having zero of order −ai
along Ri if ai < 0. Similarly, we will say that a real-valued function t has poles along R
if it can be written locally
(19) t(w) = g(w)(
k∏
i=1
|wi|
2ai)
as in (18). We will say that a singular volume form u on X has poles along an snc divisor
R ⊂ X up to a Lelong zero weight if it can be written locally
(20) u(w) = g(w)(
k∏
i=1
|wi|
2ai)e−ϕ(w) |dw1 ∧ . . . ∧ dwn|
2
where ϕ is a Lelong zero quasi-psh function. These terms were used in the statement of
Theorems 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, which we will prove now.
In the special case when dimY = 1, (1.5) was recently treated by [EFM18] (see also
[Be16], [T16], [Y10]). It is natural to try to generalize the sort of computation as in
[EFM18, Proof of Prop. 2.1] (cf. [BJ17]) to the case of general dimension of Y . As
we will see when this is done in the last subsection, this approach faces an obstacle at
some point since the Lelong zero psh functions to be obtained are much more varied than
functions of the form log(− log |z|) in dimY = 1 case.
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On the other hand, thanks to [PT], [HPS], we know that the fiber integral also gives the
L2 metric and thus will be locally of the form (modulo multiplying some smooth bounded
positive function)
(21) e−µ(z) |dz1 ∧ . . . ∧ dzm|
2
where z = (z1, . . . , zm) are local coordinates on Y and µ is a local psh function. We want
µ to be exactly as in the statement of Theorem 1.5 : the poles along the snc divisor BR
plus some Lelong zero psh function. This will be done as follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.
Step 1:
Let f∗u be the fiber integral of u along f . Then f∗u is a singular volume form on Y
(smooth on Y0).
In this step, as warm-up, we will first show Theorem 1.5 under the assumption that
the fiber integral f∗u of u is (already) known to have poles along some snc divisor Γ on Y
(without Lelong zero part). We need to show that Γ = BR. This is a local problem on Y .
We will use the following projection formula of fiberwise integration [DX, I (2.15)] when
t is a real-valued function.
(22) f∗(u ∧ f
∗t) = f∗u ∧ t.
Take a function t as in (19) having poles along δB − Γ where δ < 1. Then f∗u ∧ t has
poles along δB, so it is locally integrable on an open subset V of Y . From (22), we see
that u ∧ f ∗t is also locally integrable on f−1(V ) ⊂ X .
Thus we get Rv+f
∗(δB−Γ) < red(f ∗B) for every δ < 1 and therefore Rv+f
∗(B−Γ) ≤
red(f ∗B). Since BR is the smallest such divisor, we get Γ ≥ BR.
Now assume that Γ and BR are not equal, i.e. c := ordBi Γ − ordBi BR > 0 for an
irreducible component Bi of B.
Again from (22), take u as before and t as a function with poles δB−BR in the sense of
(19). By definition of BR, the LHS of (22) is locally integrable for every δ < 1. However,
the RHS is not locally integrable along Bi for 1− c < δ < 1, contradiction. Thus Γ = BR
holds.
Step 2:
In this step, assuming that R is an effective divisor (so that BR is also effective), we will
show that the L2 metric µ (which is psh since R ≥ 0) is v-equivalent to the psh function
ϕBR given by the divisor BR ≥ 0: in other words, v(µ) = v(BR) for every divisorial
valuation v = ordG where G is a divisor lying over Y with nonempty center in Y .
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The proof is adaptation of the argument in Step 1 to a higher model pi : Y ′ → Y
such that G appears as a prime divisor on Y ′. Consider the following diagram where
ρ : X ′ → X is birational and f ′ also satisfies (4.3).
(23)
X ′0 ⊂ X
′ ρ−−−→ X ⊃ X0yf ′ yf
Y ′0 ⊂ Y
′ pi−−−→ Y ⊃ Y0
The restrictions f : X0 → Y0 and f
′ : X ′0 → Y
′
0 are isomorphic to each other and thus
the fiber integrals taken along them are identical to each other. This can be expressed as
(24) pi∗(f∗u) = f
′
∗(ρ
∗u)
where the domains are all restricted to X0, Y0, X
′
0, Y
′
0 . Now let R
′ be the divisor on X ′
defined by KX′ + R
′ = ρ∗(KX + R). Note that while u has poles along R, the pullback
ρ∗u has poles along R′ = ρ∗R −KX′/X [Am04, Theorem 0.2 (i)].
Consider the following projection formula of fiberwise integration:
(25) f ′∗(ρ
∗u ∧ f ′∗t) = f ′∗(ρ
∗u) ∧ t.
We apply the same argument as in Step 1 to the fiber integral taken along the restriction
of f ′ over a neighborhood U ⊂ Y ′ of a generic point of G taking t to have poles δB′−v(µ)G
first and then poles δB′ − v(ϕBR)G secondly.
Let α := ordG(KY ′/Y ), i.e. the coefficient of the prime divisor G in the relative canonical
divisor KY ′/Y . Take a function t with poles δB
′ − (v(µ)− α)G.
R′v + f
′∗(δB′ − (v(µ)− α)G) < red(f ′∗B′)
We first note that v(B′R′) = v(BR) − α from the equality of divisors KY ′ + B
′
R′ =
pi∗(KY +BR).
As in Step 1, we have v(µ)−α ≥ v(B′R′) = v(BR)−α since v(B
′
R′) is the smallest possible
coefficient for G to make the above inequality (with δ = 1) hold from the definition of the
discriminant divisor B′R′ associated to R
′. Thus we have v(µ) ≥ v(BR).
Now suppose that v(µ) − v(BR) > 0. This time, take a function t to be with poles
δB′ − (v(BR) − α)G. From (25), we will have contradiction since the LHS is locally
integrable while the RHS is not.
The fiber integral f ′∗(ρ
∗u) is identical with f∗(u) on the nice locus Y
′
0 . Since f∗(u)
has the poles given by the psh weight e−µ, f ′∗(ρ
∗u) viewed on Y ′ has poles given by the
pullback of e−µ divided by the contribution of the jacobian of the morphism Y ′ → Y .
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The order of this along the divisor G is equal to v(µ) − α. Thus the RHS of (25) has
poles along
(v(µ)− α)G+ δB′ − (v(BR)− α)G = (v(µ)− v(BR))G+ δB
′
and it is not locally integrable if v(µ)− v(BR) + δ > 1 (note that G appears in B
′ as we
may assume so).
On the other hand, the LHS of (25) is locally integrable since ρ∗u ∧ f ′∗w is locally
integrable before taking the fiber integral : it has poles along R′ + f ′∗(δB′ − (v(B′R′)G)
which is klt, from the definition of the discriminant divisor B′R′ . This is contradiction.
Hence we have v(µ) = v(BR).
We note the fact that up to this point, the condition KX + R being the pullback of
something under f was never used. This fact will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Step 3:
In this step, using Step 2, we will complete the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Here we allow Rv to be not necessarily effective. By Remark 4.4, we can find an effective
divisor S supported on B such that R+ f ∗S ≥ 0 and BR + S ≥ 0. Let N = O(S) be the
associated Q-line bundle. Consider the equality of Q-line bundles
KX + L+ f
∗N = f ∗(KY + J +H +N).
Equip L + f ∗N with a psh metric λ given by the effective divisor R + f ∗S. Then its
L2 metric µ for J +H +N is a psh metric by Corollary 3.2. Here note that the condition
J (λ|F ) = OF in (3.2) is satisfied since the coefficients of the horizontal snc divisor Rh are
assumed to be less than 1. Now consider the Siu decomposition [D11, (2.18)], [B04, 2.2.1]
of the curvature current Θµ of µ:
T := Θµ =
∑
ν(T, Yk)[Yk] +RT .
Here ν(T, Yk) is the generic Lelong number of T along the codimension 1 irreducible
subvariety Yk. Recall that by Step 2, the current Θµ (or its psh potential) is v-equivalent
to the current given by the effective divisor BR+f∗S = BR + f
∗S (by Lemma 4.5). Thus
the divisor part
∑
ν(T, Yk)[Yk] is a finite sum which is precisely given by the discriminant
divisor BR+f∗S of the snc divisor R + f
∗S.
We apply Lemma 4.8 to the curvature current T of (J +H +N, µ) and the curvature
current Q of (H + N,ϕBR+S) where ϕBR+S is a psh metric given by the effective divisor
BR + S. Since the closed positive (1, 1) current RQ = 0, we see that RT has zero Lelong
numbers at every point by Lemma 4.8.
Since the closed positive (1, 1) current RT belongs to the first Chern class of the Q-line
bundle J +H +N − (H +N) = J , there exists a singular hermitian metric ψ of J whose
curvature current is equal to RT (as is well-known, see e.g. [B04, p.50]). This ψ is the
one we were looking for in the statement of (1) of the theorem : it is Lelong zero.
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Choose a singular hermitian metric ϕS given by the divisor S such that ϕBR+S =
ϕBR+ϕS. From (J+H+N, µ), we subtract (J, ψ) and get a psh metric (H+N, µ−ψ) given
by the effective divisor BR+S. Now subtracting again (N,ϕS), we get (H, η := µ−ψ−ϕS)
which is a singular hermitian metric given by the original discriminant divisor BR. Since
BR may not be effective, η may not be a psh metric. This η is the one we were looking
for.

Lemma 4.8. Let X be a complex manifold. Let T and Q be closed semipositive (1, 1)
currents on X. Suppose that T and Q are v-equivalent, i.e. they have the same Lelong
numbers at every point in X and at every point in all proper modifications X˜ → X. Then
in the Siu decomposition of the closed positive (1, 1) currents T and Q,
T =
∑
ν(T, Yk)[Yk] +RT
Q =
∑
ν(Q, Yk)[Yk] +RQ,
the closed positive (1, 1) currents RT and RQ are v-equivalent.
Proof. This is immediate from the construction of the Siu decomposition as in [B04, 2.2.1].
Note that v(RT ) = v(RQ) is nonzero only for v = ordG where G is a divisor lying over X
and its center (the image) on X is of codimension ≥ 2 in X .

Remark 4.9. When two psh functions ϕ and ψ satisfy the relation v(ϕ) = v(ψ) for every
divisorial valuation v, and ψ has analytic singularities, we know that ψ is less singular
than ϕ, i.e. ϕ ≤ ψ+O(1) [K15, Theorem 4.3]. If ϕ−ψ happens to be (quasi-)psh, then it
will be Lelong zero, i.e. have zero Lelong numbers at every point. In general, ϕ− ψ may
not be (quasi-)psh. However in the case at hand, the difference is indeed Lelong zero psh
as seen immediately from the Siu decomposition.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We explain the points to be modified from the proof of Theo-
rem 1.3, beginning from Step 3. In R = Rh + Rv, both Rh and Rv are allowed to have
negative components. By Remark 4.4, we can find an effective divisor S supported on B
such that Rv+ f
∗S ≥ 0 and BR+S ≥ 0. Let N = O(S) and L = O(R) be the associated
Q-line bundles.
Now consider the Q-line bundle KX/Y + L+ f
∗N + A where A = O(⌈−Rh⌉), a Z-line
bundle. Applying Corollary 3.11 (a variant of [PT], [HPS]), we have the psh L2 metric
for the Q-direct image f∗,Q(KX/Y +L+ f
∗N +A) = (M +N)⊗ f∗A =M +N where the
last equality is from f∗A = f∗OX(⌈−Rh⌉) = OY given by the proof of [Am04, Lemma 3.2]
applied to Rh in the place of B there. This is where the condition rank f∗OX(⌈−R⌉) = 1
is used.
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Once we have this psh metric for M + N = J +H + N , the rest of Step 3 applies as
before (subtracting the contribution of N = O(S)).

Proof of Theorem 1.5. It is a local problem on Y . Again we explain the points to be
modified from the proofs of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4. Step 1 and Step 2 of the
proof of Theorem 1.3 are still valid in this setting since the condition KX + R being the
pullback of something is not used there.
Now R is not necessarily effective: just as in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we consider the
same KX/Y + L + f
∗N + A. The difference is that the direct image f∗A may not even
be a line bundle. Still the L2 metric for the direct image f∗(KX/Y + L + f
∗N + A) =
(M +N) ⊗ f∗A is with semipositive curvature by Corollary 3.11 in the case (a), and by
the main result of [PT], [HPS] in the case (b).
All we need from the L2 metric is a psh local weight function, say µ, since the problem
at hand is of local nature. From (3.6), the fiberwise integration of u˜ ·e−λ along f is u ·e−µ.
Applying the same arguments for Θµ as in Step 3, we get that the closed positive (1, 1)
current RT has vanishing Lelong numbers. A local psh potential for RT , say ψ, is the one
we need in Theorem 1.5.
Since this L2 metric is induced by a metric (for L + A) corresponding to the divisor
R+ ⌈−Rh⌉, not to R itself as in the statement to be shown, we need the following lemma
to conclude. It is elementary to see that when a < 1 is the coefficient of an irreducible
component C of the divisor Rh, the coefficient of C in Rh + ⌈−Rh⌉ is again strictly less
than 1. Hence Lemma 4.10 is applicable.

Lemma 4.10. Let f : (X,R)→ (Y,B) be a surjective projective morphism with connected
fibers satisfying the SNC condition in Definition 4.3. Let u and v be singular volume forms
on X with poles along the snc divisor R = Rh +Rv (as in (18)) and along the snc divisor
R + T respectively, where T is a divisor having the same support as Rh.
Suppose that both Rh and Rh+T have all coefficients less than 1. Then the fiber integrals
(along f) f∗u and f∗v have the same asymptotics, i.e. their quotient is locally bounded.
Proof. It is shown by direct computation in the next subsection: see Remark 4.13.

This lemma is the fiberwise integration version of the fact that BR depends only on Rv
(not on Rh) as in [Ko07, (8.3.7.2)].
Remark 4.11. We expect that Theorem 1.5 will also hold without assuming that L is a
Z-line bundle.
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4.3. Appendix. Computation of the fiber integral and the L2 metric. As we
remarked before the proof of Theorem 1.3, one can directly and concretely compute the
fiber integral in the setting of Theorems 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, in local coordinates until the point
where one needs the input of psh information from [PT], [HPS]. When combined with
Theorem 1.3, this computation amounts to a concrete computation of the L2 metric.
In this subsection, we explain the computation which provided us with important in-
tuition toward the proof. Also this computation may be possibly used to obtain more
concrete information in the future about the L2 metric and the involved psh functions
with vanishing Lelong numbers. 4
This explicit pointwise computation is in contrast to the information given by the
Hodge-theoretic methods of [S73], [CKS86], [Ks85] : in that approach, the psh function
ϕ (the local weight function of the Hodge metric at hand) is shown to have vanishing
Lelong numbers from the following condition in [FF17, 4.4, 4.15] (resulting from the key
estimate [CKS86, (5.21)]) :
(26) ϕ(z) ≥ a1(− log(− log |z1|)) + . . .+ an(− log(− log |zn|)) +O(1)
for some positive integers a1, . . . , an. On the other hand, our argument for the vanishing
Lelong numbers (in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 1.3) is direct and does not get through
a condition such as (26). As said above, it might be the case that the computation in
this subsection could lead to information such as (26) and more. We can summarize the
computation in this subsection as follows.
Theorem 4.12. In the following, it is possible to compute explicitly (in principle):
(1) In Theorem 1.3, the L2 metric µ for the Q-line bundle M = J +H pointwise.
(2) In Corollary 1.7, the L2 metric for f∗(KX/Y ) pointwise.
(3) In Theorem 1.5, the fiber integral f∗u of u.
(2) is a special case of (1). We start from the characterization of the L2 metric in (5).
Let (for e−λ as in Theorem 1.3)
(27) α := u˜ · e−λ
for a choice of a real C∞ section u˜ ∈ H0(X, |KX +R|
2) ∼= H0(Y, |KY +M |
2). Note that
the poles of α come only from e−λ. If we compute the fiber integral f∗α along the general
compact smooth fibers of f over Y0 ⊂ Y , then we have f∗α = u · e
−µ by Proposition 3.6.
Since we know what u is as an element of H0(Y, |KY +M |
2), this lets us identify the L2
metric e−µ.
One can directly and concretely compute this fiber integral and thus find the L2 metric
e−µ as in the following local computation, which we begin to explain.
4 It might be relevant to some discussions made in [GGLR, §4], [GG18] as well.
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Let p ∈ X0 = f
−1(Y0). We take local coordinates w = (w1, . . . , wn+m) in a neighborhood
U1 of p ∈ X and z = (z1, . . . , zm) in a neighborhood V of f(p) ∈ Y . We assume that
these coordinates are adapted to the given snc divisors redR + f ∗B and B, respectively.
Eventually we need different coordinate neighborhoods U2, . . . , Uk in addition to U1 to
take care of the entire R.
We can first restrict α to U1 and compute its fiber integral, i.e. its contribution to f∗α.
For f satisfying the condition of [Ka98] (see also [Ka14, Theorem 3.7.5]), we may assume
that f is locally given as follows : f(w) = z and (for i = 1, . . . , m)
(28) zi = gi(w1, . . . , wn+m)w
a1i
1 . . . w
a(n+m)i
n+m
where each aji ≥ 0 is an integer (1 ≤ j ≤ n + m). Since the divisor of each f
∗zi
is supported on the divisor w1 . . . wn+m = 0, we may assume gi is nowhere zero in the
domain of the coordinates and thus may assume that they are constantly 1 for the purpose
of the computation that follows :
(29) zi = w
a1i
1 . . . w
a(n+m)i
n+m .
The matrix (aji) has rank m since otherwise there would be a multiplicative relation
among zi’s contradicting to surjectivity of f . Now in these coordinates, the singular
volume form α in (27) with poles along R is given by
(30) α =
1∏
|wi|
2ri
|dw1 ∧ . . . ∧ dwn+m|
2
where R =
∑
riRi =
∑
ri(wi = 0) is the given divisor. We will compute f∗α by integrat-
ing α with respect to n fiber variables (to be determined soon) among w1, . . . , wn+m on
each smooth fiber of f . On the other hand, from (29), we get
dzi =
n+m∑
j=1
zi
aji
wj
dwj.
Since the m× (m+ n) matrix (aij) has rank m, we may assume that the m×m matrix
(aij) is invertible by renaming variables. Solving (29) for wi’s, we have (for i = 1, . . . , m)
(31) wi =
m∏
l=1
zbll
n∏
k=1
w
bk+m
k+m .
where bl, bk+m ∈ Q. Then we can replace dw1, . . . , dwm in (30) by taking d of both sides
of (31) (or (29)). Note that by the implicit function theorem, wm+1, . . . , wm+n are fiber
variables i.e. local coordinates on a smooth fiber. We can rewrite (30) as
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α =
1∏
ai 6=0
|ai/wi|
2∏ |wi|2ri
∣∣∣∣f ∗dz1z1 ∧ · · · ∧ f ∗
dzm
zm
∣∣∣∣
2
∧ |dw1+m ∧ · · · ∧ dwn+m|
2 .
Now we take fiber integral on a smooth fiber using 2n real fiber variables associated to
w1+m, · · · , wn+m. We divide variables into the following three groups:
A = {w1, . . . , wm}
B = {wm+1, . . . , wm+v} : fiber variables corresponding to red(Rv) + f
∗B. These can
appear in (29).
C = {wm+v+1, . . . , wm+n} : fiber variables corresponding either to red(Rh) or to none
of red(R) + f ∗B. These do not appear in (29) (i.e. the corresponding exponent is zero).
Consider the following factor in (30)
1∏
|wi|
2ri
=
1∏
i∈A |wi|
2ri
1∏
i∈B |wi|
2ri
1∏
i∈C |wi|
2ri
.
The third C group factor on the right hand side is locally integrable on each smooth fiber
since (X,Rh) is klt. Using (31), we change the first A group factor into two factors: one
involving z variables and the other involving B and C group variables. For the factor
consisting of z variables, we have nothing to do : they stay the same when we do the fiber
integral.
Now the remaining argument is to do the fiber integral with respect to B group vari-
ables. That is, we apply Fubini theorem with B and C group variables, but with C group
variables, the result of integration will be just bounded by the above klt reason.
Remark 4.13. At this point, Lemma 4.10 is confirmed since local coordinates correspond-
ing to Rh are contained in C group variables.
For B group variables, use polar coordinates : wm+j = e
ρjeiθj for j = 1, . . . , v. From
(29), we have
(32)
log |z1|= a11 log |w1|+ . . .+ am1 log |wm|+ b11ρ1 + . . .+ bv1ρv
...
log |zm|= a1m log |w1|+ . . .+ amm log |wm|+ b1mρ1 + . . .+ bvmρv
where we define bij := am+i,j for convenient notation.
Note that on a fixed fiber, (z1, . . . , zm) is fixed. For each value of (ρ1, . . . , ρv), (w1, . . . , wm)
is determined since the matrix (aij) is invertible. The remaining fiber integral is with
respect to 2v real variables associated to wm+1, . . . , wm+v, that is, ρ1, . . . , ρv, θ1, . . . , θv.
Modulo the trivial theta factors, we are left with (for some c1, . . . , cv ∈ R)
(33)
∫
ecvρv . . .
∫
ec2ρ2
(∫
ec1ρ1dρ1
)
dρ2 . . . dρv
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where the intervals for the repeated integration are given as follows, respectively:
0 ≥ρv ≥ max
(
b−1v1 log |z1| , . . . , b
−1
vm log |zm|
)
0 ≥ρv−1 ≥ max
(
b−1v−1,1(log |z1| − bv1ρv), . . . , b
−1
v−1,m(log |zm| − bvmρv)
)
...
0 ≥ρ1 ≥ max
1≤k≤m
(
b−11k (log |zk| − b2kρ2 − . . .− bvkρv)
)
where any item in the max involving b−1ji with bji = 0 should be replaced by −∞.
At this point, the remaining computation is essentially elementary, but direct compu-
tation is much more complicated than the base dimension 1 case since the Lelong zero psh
function to appear has potentially many possibilities and in each case one has to check
that it is psh and that it is Lelong zero. In contrast, in the base dimension 1 case, there
was only one possibility, namely − log(− log |z|).
Also one actually needs to compute the contributions to the integral from different
coordinate neighborhoods U1, . . . , Uk ⊂ X0 so that general smooth compact fibers are
covered by the union U1 ∪ . . .∪Uk. For each of Ui, we need to take new sets of (28), (29).
Remark 4.14. This is a position where it is apparently very suggestive to use Berndts-
son’s complex Pre´kopa theorem as in [B98] which asserts that a function of the form
− log
∫
e−ΦdV is psh when Φ is psh under certain conditions. In our case, we need to take
e−Φ := exp(c1 log |wm+1|+ . . .+ cv log |wm+v|) (when we assume Rv effective). In fact, the
version of complex Pre´kopa theorem we need to use is the one for a proper morphism such
as in the line of works [B06], [B09], [BP08], [PT], [HPS]. This lead us to Corollary 3.2
and its use in the proof of the main results.
5. Consequences of the main theorems
In this section, we derive consequences of our main theorem on Fujita-Kawamata semi-
positivity theorems and on lc-trivial fibrations. We also have an appendix on elliptic
fibrations which can serve as an example for the main canonical bundle formula and for
lc-trivial fibrations.
5.1. Kawamata semipositivity theorems. Kawamata semipositivity theorems refer
to the following series of important results for an algebraic fiber space f : X → Y (i.e.
a surjective morphism of smooth projective varieties with connected fibers) under some
general conditions.
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(1) [Ka81, Theorem 5] : Nefness of the locally free sheaf E := f∗KX/Y . (Cf. [F78],
[FFS], [FF14].)
(2) [Ka98, Theorem 2] : Log version of (1) for log Calabi-Yau fibrations f .
(3) [Ka00, Theorem 1.1], [FF17], [Br17] : Refinement of (1) replacing nefness by
the existence of a singular hermitian metric with vanishing Lelong numbers for
OP(E)(1).
We showed in Theorem 1.3 that the moduli part line bundle in the canonical bundle
formula for f : X → Y admits a psh metric with vanishing Lelong numbers. In some
case, the moduli part coincides with the direct image f∗(KX/Y ) of the relative canonical
line bundle of f .
This way, we obtain as a corollary of Theorem 1.3, an alternative proof of the following
Kawamata semipositivity theorem [Ka00, Theorem 1.1 (3)], [Ka81] when f∗(KX/Y ) is of
rank 1, which does not use the difficult results [CKS86], [S73] from the theory of variation
of Hodge structure.
Theorem 5.1 (cf. [Ka00], [FF17], [Ka81]). Let f : X → Y be a surjective proper
morphism with connected fibers between connected complex manifolds. Let B be an snc
divisor on Y such that f restricted over Y \ B is a holomorphic submersion. Let X0 :=
f−1(Y \ B). Let n := dimX − dimY . Suppose that a general smooth fiber F satisfies
KF ∼ 0. Suppose that R
nf∗CX0 has unipotent monodromies around the components of B.
Then the line bundle f∗(KX/Y ) admits a Lelong zero psh metric. In particular, f∗(KX/Y )
is nef.
The fact that f∗(KX/Y ) is a line bundle in this setting is noted in [Ka81, §4], [Ka00],
see also [Ko07, (8.4.4)]. This uses ‘basic’ results in Hodge theoretic considerations (as
opposed to the SL2-orbit theorem in [CKS86], [S73]).
5
For the necessary ‘basic’ results in Hodge theory, we will follow [Ko07] where they are
used to define the moduli part line bundle J(X/Y,R) and show the equality in (8.5.1) of
Q-line bundles KX +R = f
∗(KY + J(X/Y,R) +BR), which is nontrivial this time unlike
(16) since here J(X/Y,R) has its own Hodge-theoretic definition unlike (16). This uses
only ‘basic’ Hodge theory, while nefness of J(X/Y,R) comes separately from ‘difficult’
Hodge theory, cf. [Ko07, (8.9.8)].
With this Hodge-theoretic characterization of the moduli part line bundle, one knows
that it is equal to f∗KX/Y as in [Ko07, (8.4.4)] which is used in the following proof.
Proof. First observe that, by [Ko07, Lemma 8.3.4], there exists a vertical divisor R on X
such that KX +R is Q-linearly equivalent to the pullback by f of a Q-line bundle on Y .
Let µ : X ′ → X be a proper modification (given by composition of blow-ups) such that
f ′ : X ′ → X → Y satisfies the SNC condition (4.3). Then one can write (for a divisor
5It would be interesting to see whether even these ‘basic’ aspects of Hodge theory can be replaced in
this proof by some other arguments involving L2 estimates, as kindly pointed out to us by Osamu Fujino.
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R′) that KX′ + R
′ = µ∗(KX + R) = f
′∗(KY + J(X
′/Y,R′) + BR′) from [Ko07, Theorem
8.3.7].
As [Ko07, Theorem 8.3.7 (1)] states, the moduli part depends only on the generic fibers
F of f and the pairs on them (F,Rh|F ). In the present case, R and R
′ are vertical divisors,
thus we have Rh = 0, R
′
h = 0. For a generic fiber F
′ of X ′ → Y , we have isomorphism
F ′ → F and in view of the pairs (F,Rh|F ) = (F, 0), (F
′, R′h|
′
F ) = (F
′, 0), we have
(34) J(X ′/Y,R′) = J(X/Y,R)
on Y .
Now considering the open set X ′0 ⊂ X
′ that is isomorphic to X0 under the proper
modification X ′ → X (indeed X ′ → X can be taken to satisfy this), we have Rnf∗CX0 =
Rnf ′∗CX′0. Since the unipotent monodromies condition is satisfied for both of them, from
[Ko07, (8.4.4), (8.4.6)], we have J(X ′/Y,R′) = J(X ′/Y ) = f ′∗(KX′/Y ) and J(X/Y,R) =
J(X/Y ) = f∗(KX/Y ) respectively. Combining with (34), we have f∗(KX/Y ) ∼= J(X
′/
Y,R′). Since J(X ′/Y,R′) admits a Lelong zero psh metric λ by Theorem 1.3, so does
f∗(KX/Y ) by taking the image (call it λ
′) of λ under the above isomorphism. Both λ′ and
λ are the L2 (Hodge) metrics.

Remark 5.2. We expect that this new method of proof for Fujita-Kawamata semipositiv-
ity theorem will also work in the case of general rank of E := f∗(KX/Y ), i.e. the statement
that OP(E)(1) admits a psh metric with vanishing Lelong numbers [Ka00, Theorem 1.1
(3)], [FF17].
It is interesting to note that [T16, Corollary 1.3] obtains such a statement, assuming
that generic fibers of f have good minimal models in the context of [F16, 1.6], using
the volume asymptotics [T16, 1.1 (1)] which (for m = 1) is comparable to the case of
dimY = 1 of Theorem 1.3.
5.2. LC-trivial fibrations. In [Am04], Ambro defined lc-trivial fibrations f : X → Y
which can be considered as vast generalizations of those f : X → Y satisfying (4.3) that
appear ‘in nature’ before taking resolutions to convert it to the ideal situation of (4.3).
In particular, X and Y are normal for an lc-trivial fibration.
Definition 5.3. [Am04, Definition 2.1]
Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism with connected fibers between normal varieties.
Let D be a (not necessarily effective) divisor on X such that (X,D) is a pair. This data
f : (X,D)→ Y is an lc-trivial fibration if the following conditions hold:
(1) The pair (X,D) is klt over the generic point of Y .
(2) The Q-line bundle of KX +D is the pullback under f of a Q-line bundle on Y .
(3) rank f∗OX(⌈A(X,D)⌉) = 1.
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Here A(X,D) is the discrepancy b-divisor of (X,D), see [Am04, 1.3]. For an lc-trivial
fibration, the discriminant divisor (denoted by DY ) is defined by the same definition as
in (14). From (2) of the above definition, we can write an equality of Q-line bundles
(35) KX +D = f
∗((KY +DY ) +MY )
whenever both KY +DY and the moduli part MY are Q-Cartier so that they have asso-
ciated Q-line bundles.
Remark 5.4. Originally the equality (35) was given in terms of Q-divisors as in [Am04].
However from our metric viewpoint, we prefer to viewMY as aQ-line bundle because there
is no natural divisor to pick in the place of MY (cf. [Ko07]). Instead, as in Theorem 1.3,
we have a natural psh metric to give MY .
Now we will reformulate an important result of Ambro on lc-trivial fibrations as follows.
Let f : (X,D)→ Y be an lc-trivial fibration which satisfies that
(1) KY +DY is Q-Cartier
(2) For every proper birational morphism from a smooth variety ν : Y ′ → Y , let
f ′ : (X ′, D′)→ Y ′ be the induced lc-trivial fibration [Am04, p.237]. Let D′Y ′ be the
discriminant divisor of f ′. Then the equality of divisors KY ′+DY ′ = ν
∗(KY +DY )
and the equality of Q-line bundles MY ′ = ν
∗MY hold.
In this case, we will say that f : (X,D)→ Y satisfies the Ambro condition.
Theorem 5.5. [Am04, Theorem 0.2]
Let f0 : (X0, D0) → Y0 be a given lc-trivial fibration. Then there exists a proper
birational morphism Y → Y0 such that
(1) the induced lc-trivial fibration f : (X,D)→ Y from f0 satisfies the Ambro condition.
(2) the moduli part MY of f is a nef Q-line bundle on Y .
We will call such f : X → Y an Ambro model of the original fibration f0. For example,
if f : (X,D)→ Y satisfies the SNC condition (4.3), then it satisfies the Ambro condition
[Ko07, (8.4.9)], [H14].
Roughly speaking, this statement says that in general, we need to go to a higher model
of Y0 if we want the discriminant divisor DY of the induced fibration f to reflect well the
singularity of the original pair (X0, D0). The following result gives a new proof of [Am04,
Theorem 3.1] from the characterization of the discriminant divisor in terms of fiberwise
integration in Theorem 1.5.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that an lc-trivial fibration f : (X,D)→ Y satisfies the Ambro
condition. Then the klt vs. klt condition holds for f , i.e. the pair (Y,DY ) with the
discriminant divisor of D is klt in a neighborhood of a point y ∈ Y if and only if the pair
(X,D) is klt in a neighborhood of f−1(y).
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Proof. We can take a birational base change ν : Y ′ → Y so that the induced lc-trivial
fibration f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ satisfies the SNC condition (4.3). From the Ambro condition, we
have KY ′ + DY ′ = ν
∗(KY + DY ) and also for the induced τ : X
′ → X , KX′ + D
′ =
τ ∗(KX +D).
We have the equivalences (X,D) klt iff (X ′, D′) klt iff (Y ′, DY ′) klt iff (Y,DY ) klt
where the second iff is given by Theorem 1.5 since klt is equivalent to local integrability
of singular volume forms.

On the other hand, about the moduli part of an lc-trivial fibration, there have been
expectations (see e.g. [Ka98], [Am99], [Am04], [Ko07]) that, at least on a higher model of
Y ′, the moduli part will be left with ‘no singularity’ while the discriminant divisor ‘carries
all the singularities’. In terms of algebraic geometry, ‘no singularity’ will make sense as
semiampleness. In fact, the moduli part is expected to be semiample on an Ambro model
according to a conjecture due to Prokhorov and Shokurov [PS, Conjecture 7.13]. We
have the following weaker metric version, which answers Question 1.2 in the more general
setting of lc-trivial fibrations.
Theorem 5.7. If an lc-trivial fibration f : (X,D) → Y (with Y smooth) satisfies the
Ambro condition, then the moduli part Q-line bundle MY is pseudo-semiample, i.e. it
admits a Lelong zero psh metric. Hence, in Theorem 5.5 (2), we can replace MY nef by
MY pseudo-semiample.
The nefness recovers that of Theorem 5.5 (2) due to [Am04] but not using the theory
of variation of Hodge structures.
Proof. Take a birational base change ν : Y ′′ → Y such that the induced f ′′ : X ′′ → Y ′′
satisfies the SNC condition (4.3). From [Am04, Theorem 0.2], the moduli part line bundles
satisfy MY ′′ = ν
∗MY . By Theorem 1.4, MY ′′ admits a Lelong zero psh metric. By
Lemma 2.4, MY ′ also admits a Lelong zero psh metric.

Remark 5.8. There is an alternative argument for Theorem 5.7 using [Am05, Theorem
3.3] which shows thatMY ′′ (in the above proof) is nef and good. Then it follows thatMY ′′
admits a Lelong zero psh metric (using [Ka85], [R09], [K18]) and one can use the same
last sentence of the above proof. Of course the proof of [Am05, Theorem 3.3] depends on
the use of Hodge theory (as in [Ka81], [Ka83], [Ko87], [Ka98], cf. [Am05, Prop. 1.3 (iv)])
and additional arguments based on period maps and deformation theory.
Note that this alternative argument also answers Question 1.2, but not at all Ques-
tion 1.1. Namely, suppose that in the setting of Theorem 1.3, one takes “artificially” the
product h := hBRhJ of a singular hermitian metric hBR given by BR for H , and a Lelong
zero psh metric hJ for the moduli part J whose existence is given by this alternative
argument. Clearly such h says nothing about the L2 metric.
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5.3. Appendix. Elliptic fibrations. The classical elliptic fibrations studied by Ko-
daira [K63] provide the important initial case of the canonical bundle formula. Even in
this case, our main result is new, yielding Theorem 5.9.
Let f : X → Y be a relatively minimal elliptic fibration with dimY = 1 (see e.g. [BPV,
Theorem V.12.1]). When f has multiple fibers m1F1, . . . , mkFk, we have the canonical
bundle formula
(36) KX = f
∗(KY +G) +
∑
(mi − 1)Fi
where G is the line bundle equal to f∗(KX/Y ). We turn this into the following equality of
Q-line bundles:
(37) KX = f
∗
(
KY +G+
k∑
i=1
mi − 1
mi
Qi
)
where Qi ∈ Y is a point viewed as a divisor such that f
∗Qi = miFi as Cartier divisors.
This is a situation where we can apply Corollary 3.2 viewing (37) asKX+L = f
∗(KY +M)
with L trivial and M := G + O(
∑k
i=1
mi−1
mi
Qi). Note here that in general, the equality
KX/Y = f
∗M holds as Q-line bundles only : the direct image f∗(KX/Y ) is a Z-line bundle
which is not necessarily equal to M .
Furthermore, by [F86, (2.9)], [Ko07, (8.2.1)] (also see e.g. introductions to [FM00],
[Am04]), we have equality of Q-line bundles
(38) G =
1
12
j∗OP1(1) +O(
∑
k∈K
σkPk)
where σk is the well-known coefficients (see e.g. [F86, (2.6)]) from the list of singular
fibers [K63] and j : Y → P1 is the map into the moduli.
The trivial metric 1 is a psh metric for the trivial line bundle L, thus we get the
corresponding L2 metric µ for the Q-line bundle M in a canonical way.
Theorem 5.9. In this case of an elliptic fibration f : X → Y , the L2 metric µ is the
product of a singular hermitian metric given by the divisor
∑
k∈K σkPk+
∑k
i=1
mi−1
mi
Qi and
a singular hermitian metric with vanishing Lelong numbers for 1
12
j∗OP1(1).
Proof. Let µ : X ′ → X be a proper birational morphism so that the SNC condition (4.3)
is satisfied for X ′ → Y and apply Theorem 1.3. The L2 metric for X ′ → Y coincides with
µ.
Define the divisor R (in Theorem 1.3) by KX′ + R = µ
∗KX . The discriminant divisor
BR is equal to
∑
k∈K σkPk +
∑k
i=1
mi−1
mi
Qi. Thus as Q-line bundles, J (in Theorem 1.3)
is equal to 1
12
j∗OP1(1). This concludes the proof.
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
Thus Theorem 1.3 recovers the weaker metric version of the highly nontrivial fact [F86]
that the Q-line bundle J is semiample with the morphism j.
We see that even in this simplest case, it was essential to formulate our results (1.3),
(3.2) in the generality of Q-line bundles to be able to equally deal with multiple and non-
multiple singular fibers in the canonical bundle formula. 6 One can compare, for example,
with [EFM18, Proposition 2.1] where the L2 metric is for the line bundle f∗(KX/Y ) which
will only count non-multiple singular fibers as in (38).
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